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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The presented document specifies four use cases, which are being realized in the
XILforEV project. These use cases concern the development of the following systems
and functions of an electric vehicle: (i) Brake blending; (ii) Ride blending; (iii)
Integrated chassis control; (iv) fail-safe powertrain control.
For each use case, the Deliverable describes:
•
•
•

Content of the use cases that will be subject subsequent real-time simulation
and X-in-the-loop tests;
Requirements to the models of electric vehicle and electric vehicle systems
relevant to the use cases;
Requirements to the hardware and testing equipment for electric vehicle
systems to be involved into the connected and shared experiments.

Attainment of the objectives and explanation of deviations: The project works
related to this Deliverable are being carried out in full compliance with the XILforEV
objectives. There are no deviations from the actions set in the Grant Agreement.

KEYWORDS:
Software development; electric vehicle; development methodology; fail safety;
brake blending, ride blending; integrated vehicle dynamics control.

ABBREVIATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CAN – Controller Area Network.
DS – Driving Simulator.
ECU – Engine Control Unit.
EV - Electric Vehicle.
FMEA - Failure Mode and Effects Analysis.
FMU - Functional Mock-up Unit
HARA - Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment
PCU – Propulsion Control Unit.
RPM – Revolutions Per Minute
RT – Real-Time
VCU – Vehicle Control Unit.
XIL – X-In-the-Loop.
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1.

DEFINITION OF TEST SCENARIOS FOR BRAKE BLENDING
CONTROL (USE CASE 1)

1.1. Content of Use Case 1
The Use Case 1 is dedicated to the design of a brake blending controller. The brake
blending is organization of the braking process with two independent actuating
systems: regenerative brakes realized through electric motors, and conventional
friction brakes. Regenerative braking offers a technology, which can greatly
improve the energy efficiency of electric vehicles and also contribute to the driving
safety at braking.
In Use Case 1, the brake blending in the target electric vehicle is using two types of
deceleration devices:
•
•

Friction brakes on each wheel actuated by electro-hydraulic decoupled
brake systems (brake-by-wire)
Electric motors, working as a generator in a regenerative mode, on each
wheel.

Both systems are characterized with different advantages and disadvantages that
requires proper control on their interaction. Optimisation of this interaction has to
be done regarding overall braking performance, energy efficiency as well as user
acceptance. Hence, the main goal of Use Case 1 is to develop an optimal brake
blending controller for the target electric vehicle using XILforEV approach.

1.2. Test setup
The test setup for Use Case 1 is shown in Figure 1. The participating components are
distributed within the campus of TU Ilmenau.
The main software part of the test setup is a real-time capable vehicle model running
in Simcenter Amesim simulation environment. The target electric vehicle is the AUDI
C-BEV (Q6 e-tron). For investigations in Use Case 1, the vehicle model can be
simplified to consider only longitudinal dynamics as the brake blending controller
only affects longitudinal vehicle motion. Further software component is the driver
model, which is basically a controller to drive predefined test scenarios, which will
be addressed in the next section. The driver model actuates the brake pedal on the
hardware-in-the-loop test rig to decelerate the vehicle in accordance with the test
scenario.
The Brake HIL Test Rig is the central hardware component of this test setup. The
system contains a dSPACE DS 1007 RT computer and the hardware representing the
decoupled system for rendering real dynamics of an electro-hydraulic brake system
(EHB).
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Figure 1: Test setup for Use Case 1: Brake Blending

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of Test Setup in Use Case 1

A schematic diagram of test setup is shown in Figure 2. In the Base Braking unit, the
driver input is processed and a total braking torque demand is calculated. The total
braking torque demand is distributed to front and rear axle by the Brake Force
Distribution (BFD) unit. The Blending part is the central unit to be optimized within
this Use Case. The task is to distribute the brake torque demand per wheel through
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the in-wheel-motors (IWM) and friction brakes actuated by EHB. The distribution
strategy must be optimized depending on various parameters like velocity, driving
situation, temperatures, state of charge (SOC) and brake demand. An example of the
brake blending strategy for a braking process from 100 kph to standstill is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Exemplary Brake Blending strategy

The information form the controllers about the demanded brake torque and the
brake pressure are correspondingly transmitted to the hardware test rigs: (i) the
Elaphe L1500 IWM assembled on the AVL Dynospirit Powertrain test rig, and (ii) the
friction brake dynamometer. Using real hardware systems ensures that the dynamics
of both systems are reproduced as detailed as possible into the simulation
environment. An observer structure is used to extrapolate from one IWM and one
friction brake to four combined systems, one per wheel. This will result in four
calculated brake torques from each system that will work as an input to the vehicle
dynamic simulation of the target vehicle in Simcenter Amesim.

1.3. Test scenarios
The test scenarios in Use Case 1 have to cover a wide range of possible brake actions
for detailed investigations on driving situations that are relevant for brake blending.
The different scenarios will focus on various Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to
ensure an effective optimisation regarding these. The KPIs will be addressed in the
next section.
The test scenarios for Brake Blending are on the one hand self-explanatorily focusing
on brake test for evaluation of performance, safety functions and also comfort
issues. On the other hand, driving cycles consider also the energy balance of different
brake blending strategies through investigating the regenerative amount of brake
energy and the energy consumption of the systems.
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a) Driving Cycle
The WLTC class 3b test cycle contains a wide range of brake actions with various
initial velocities and different deceleration demands. Due to that this test offers
suitable characteristics for a detailed consideration of energy consumption,
efficiency and energy balance.
The speed profile is shown in Figure 4. The specifications are:
•

Four different driving phases simulation urban, suburban, rural and
highway scenarios;
Duration of 1800 s and a distance of 23266 m;
An average speed (with stops) of 46.5 km/h;
Maximum acceleration of 1.66 m/s², maximum deceleration of 1.5 m/s².

•
•
•
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Figure 4: Speed profile WLTC

b) Straight line braking (according to DIN 70028)
DIN 70028 describes straight line braking while measuring the stopping distance. This
test scenario is essential because here the main safety features of the brake system
are tested in an emergency brake situation. It has to be guaranteed that the brake
blending strategies offer the same or better performance as a system with the
friction brakes only. Wheel slip control system (anti-lock braking system) is also
included and can be activated depending on the driving situation and boundary
conditions.
The performance of the brake blending controller will be evaluated by comparing
maximum and mean deceleration (higher is better) and by comparing the stopping
distance (lower is better). Comfort and energy issues are not considered in an
emergency case.
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c) Straight line braking with demanded deceleration
In most of all everyday driving situations the driver demanded deceleration is small
compared to an emergency case. In these normal driving situations driver comfort
and energy balance are indicators that will be considered in an optimisation process
of the brake blending control. Therefore, a wide range of different deceleration
commands and initial velocities will be tested with different brake blending
strategies.
The driver comfort is thereby evaluated by investigating if a blending action is
noticeable to the driver. Indicators are the jerk which is the rate of change of
longitudinal acceleration with time and the control tracking performance of the
combined base brake and brake blending control system.
d) Braking with fully charged batteries (ECE 13H)
The possibility of regenerative braking is strongly linked to the State of Charge (SoC)
of the battery. Due to this there are situations where no regenerative braking is
possible that must be considered when designing the friction brake. For safe driving
in all possible situations, the friction brake must be able to achieve required
decelerations working stand-alone without electric motors.

1.4. Key Performance indicators
a) Electric Energy Balance
The idea of recovering energy is the main motivation for regenerative braking in both
battery electric and hybrid vehicles. Energy that is recuperated in braking
manoeuvres charges the battery and thereby extends the driving range of the
vehicle.
To evaluate this indicator on the one hand any energy consumption of the two
subsystems IWM and friction brake must be measured. On the other hand, the
regenerated amount of electrical energy must be considered:
Δ𝐸 = 𝐸𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑘𝑒 − 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑛 [𝑘𝑊ℎ]
This KPI is most relevant for the test scenario driving cycle. A negative means that
the regenerated energy during vehicle decelerations exceeds the friction braking
energy.
b) Stopping distance
The stopping distance is an important indicator for the performance of a brake
system. In an emergency case a shorter stopping distance might prevent an accident
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and also save life. The stopping distance is measured in a standardized procedure
according to DIN 70028.
Δ𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 [𝑚]
c) Maximum and mean deceleration
In addition to the stopping distance, maximum and mean decelerations are also
indicators of the performance of a brake system. Maximum and mean values are
calculated within a defined brake action starting with the pedal actuation and ending
with stand still.
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑

1
𝑚
𝑥̈ =
∫ 𝑥̈ (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 [ 2 ]
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
𝑠
𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

𝑥̈ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = max[𝑥̈ (𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ̈. . 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 )]
d) Jerk
The usage of a combined brake system does also involve the consideration of comfort
issues. One suited indicator is the rate of change of the longitudinal acceleration
with time, the jerk 𝑥⃛ . High jerk, meaning a fast change of the longitudinal
acceleration or deceleration within a braking action, leads to an inconvenient feel
for the driver, which must be stopped.
e) Control tracking performance
The base brake control and brake blending control form a complex closed-loop
control system. While the control quality in steady state is indicated by the remaining
control deviation, in transient state a quality criterion is necessary. The L2 norm is a
quadratic quality criterion and is formulated as follows:
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑

𝐽= ∫

𝑒(𝑡)2 𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

𝑒(𝑡) = 𝑥̇ 𝑑𝑒𝑚 (𝑡) − 𝑥̇ 𝑎𝑐𝑡 (𝑡)
The driver command in a braking action is the demanded deceleration 𝑥̇ 𝑑𝑒𝑚 . The
controller outputs are brake torques which result in an actual deceleration in the
vehicle simulation 𝑥̇ 𝑎𝑐𝑡 . The control deviation 𝑒 is the difference between them. The
quadratic quality criterion indicates how precise the driver command is achieved
(lower is better). A low deviation is important for a predictable and controllable
behaviour of the brake system.
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1.5. Requirements to the models
The defined test scenarios involve requirements to the models to create a well suited
testing environment. Models that are used in Use Case 1 are the driver model and
the real-time full vehicle model in Simcenter Amesim.
a) Driver model
The driver model in Use Case 1 can be simplified to a longitudinal velocity controller
due to that only longitudinal movement is considered. The controller must have the
ability to follow a defined velocity profile by actuating gas und brake pedal in closedloop test scenarios like driving cycle. For open-loop test scenarios the driver model
creates the predefined driver input.
b) Full Real Time Vehicle Model
The brake blending investigation in Use Case 1 is a pure longitudinal dynamics
problem. The lateral movement of the vehicle can consequently be neglected in the
vehicle model like shown in Figure 5. The vertical movement can be limited to pitch
dynamics as these are relevant for comfort issues in Brake Blending.

Figure 5: Required Degree of Freedom for Use Case 1

An important subsystem for the investigation is the tyre model because it has a high
impact on the KPIs deceleration and stopping distance due to the fact that brake
torque is converted to deceleration through the tyre-road contact. This requires a
detailed tyre model simulating the nonlinear behaviour in longitudinal direction.
Consideration of combined slip is not necessary for this Use Case.

1.6. Requirements to the hardware and testing equipment
The test scenarios defined in Section 1.2 put various requirements to the involved
hardware test rigs. This is, on one side, the powertrain test rig consisting of the
Elaphe L1500 IWM mounted on AVL Dynospirit 370/4,5-8 and, on the other, side the
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Friction Brake Dynamometer. Based on the test scenarios the following parameters
must be possible on the test rigs.
a) Torque
𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛 = −10

𝑚
𝑠2

This simulates the maximal deceleration appearing in emergency brake manoeuvres.
Considering the vehicle mass of the target vehicle (AUDI Q6 e-tron) and the rolling
radius of its tyres, the overall brake torque in this braking action can be calculated:
𝑚 = 2500 𝑘𝑔
𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛 = 0,362 𝑚
𝑇𝐵𝑟,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛 = 9050 𝑁𝑚
Assuming a usual brake force distribution with 60% on the front axle, the brake
torque on one brake at the front is calculated with:
𝑇𝐵𝑟 = 9050 𝑁𝑚 ∗

60 %
= 2715 𝑁𝑚
2

This brake torque must be reachable on the hardware test rigs by a combination of
the systems IWM and friction brake and by the friction brake itself.
The calculation of the maximum drive torque is similar. The WLTC driving cycle
requires accelerations of
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1,66

𝑚
𝑠2

resulting in a total drive torque of
𝑇𝑑𝑟𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 1500 𝑁𝑚,
which is distributed approximately balanced to all four wheels resulting in the
required driving torque on the powertrain test rig of:
𝑇𝑑𝑟𝑣 =

1500 𝑁𝑚
= 375 𝑁𝑚
4

b) Rotational speed
Both test rigs realize the vehicle speed, required in test scenarios, in equivalent
rotational speed. The maximal speed appears in WLTC driving cycle is:
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𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 131,3

𝑘𝑚
ℎ

𝑚

= 36,47 .
𝑠

This results in a rotational wheel speed of
𝜔=

𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛

= 100,75

𝑟𝑎𝑑
𝑠

≈ 962 𝑟𝑝𝑚.

This speed must be realized by both test rigs.
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2.

DEFINITION OF TEST SCENARIOS FOR RIDE BLENDING
CONTROL (USE CASE 2)

2.1. Content of Use Case 2
Ride blending is a new technology for electric vehicles aiming at joint control of the
vertical dynamics through both individual in-wheel electric motors and active
suspension (Figure 6). As IWMs are installed below the suspension, a force with
vertical direction is generated when the electric motors are actuated. Variations in
the swing arm instantaneous centre of front and rear suspensions stem from the
combined effect of body inertial forces and vertical wheel forces. The knowledge of
the position of the swing arm instantaneous centre allows for the evaluation of the
vehicle pitching and roll characteristics and, thus, for a proper anti-dive/lift and
anti-roll control of front and rear suspensions. The instantaneous pitch/roll centres
are determined by intersecting the lines drawn from the tyre contact points to the
swing arm instantaneous centre of rotation. In Figure 6, the grey arrows represent
the anti-roll and anti-dive/lift force generated by IWMs torque control to suppress
the pitch and roll motion, respectively.

Swing arm instant. centres

Anti-roll

Pich centre

CoG

Anti-lift

Anti-dive

CoG

Swing arm
instant. centre

+
φr

Fxr

+

φf

Fxf
Rear swing arm
length – side view

Front swing arm
length – side view

Roll centre
Swing arm length – front view

Figure 6: Pitch and Roll Kinematics.

In order to investigate its benefits, the XIL configuration in Figure 7 is proposed. A
full vehicle RT Amesim model will act as a Vehicle Control Unit (VCU) and will
incorporate the Ride Blending Controller (RBC), whose architecture is shown in Figure
8. The reference generator defines a set of following reference states for the vertical
body motion of the vehicle: vertical displacement, vertical rate, and vertical
acceleration (𝒛𝒃 , 𝒛̇ 𝒃 , 𝒛̈ 𝒃 )𝒓𝒆𝒇 ; pitch angle, pitch rate, and pitch acceleration
𝒓𝒆𝒇
𝒓𝒆𝒇
(𝜽, 𝜽̇, 𝜽̈) ; roll angle, roll rate, and roll acceleration (𝝓, 𝝓̇, 𝝓̈) . Depending on the
ride control targets (e.g. driving comfort, road holding, handling et al.), either full
set of parameters or only several selected parameters are used as the control
reference. The reference state of the vehicle body motion, i.e. (𝒛𝒃 , 𝒛̇ 𝒃 , 𝒛̈ 𝒃 )𝒓𝒆𝒇 ,
𝒓𝒆𝒇
𝒓𝒆𝒇
(𝜽, 𝜽̇, 𝜽̈)
and (𝝓, 𝝓̇, 𝝓̈) , stem from a reference vehicle model with reduced body
motion. To detect the maneuver conditions, the unit of reference generator uses as
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the input parameters the gas pedal displacement 𝒔𝒂 , the brake pedal displacement
𝒔𝒃 , and the steering wheel angle 𝜹. The deviations of generated reference states
𝒓𝒆𝒇
𝒓𝒆𝒇
(𝒛𝒃 , 𝒛̇ 𝒃 , 𝒛̈ 𝒃 )𝒓𝒆𝒇 , (𝜽, 𝜽̇, 𝜽̈)
, (𝝓, 𝝓̇, 𝝓̈)
from their actual values (𝒛𝒃 , 𝒛̇ 𝒃 , 𝒛̈ 𝒃 )𝒂𝒄𝒕 ,
𝒂𝒄𝒕
𝒂𝒄𝒕
(𝜽, 𝜽̇, 𝜽̈) , (𝝓, 𝝓̇, 𝝓̈) are used as inputs to the high-level controller. The high-level
controller produces the virtual control input 𝒗∗ for the control allocation unit. The
virtual control input 𝒗∗ consists of five components: 𝒗∗ = [ 𝚫𝑭𝒛 𝚫𝑴𝜽 𝚫𝑴𝝓 ], Δ𝑭𝒛 is
the vertical force, Δ𝑴𝜽 is the pitch moment, and Δ𝑴𝝓 is the roll moment required
to offset the error between the considered reference and actual states.

Figure 7: Configuration of Use Case 2.

Reference
generator
+/-

High-level
controller

Control
Allocation

Low-level
drivetrain
controller
Low-level
suspension
controller

Drivetrain
system

Vehicle

Suspensi
on system

Control
boundaries

Processor of
IMU signals

Figure 8: Architecture of the Ride Blending Controller.

The control allocation unit uses the virtual control input 𝒗∗ to deduce the control
demands 𝒖𝒅,𝒊 for the low-level drivetrain controller and 𝒖𝒔,𝒊 for the low-level
suspension controller. The control allocation unit also considers the lower 𝒖𝒍𝒐𝒘
𝒍𝒊𝒎,𝒊 and
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𝒖𝒑

upper 𝒖𝒍𝒊𝒎,𝒊 actuator constraints limiting potential suspension forces and electric
motor torques. The actuator constraints related to the suspension system are
calculated in the unit of control boundaries from the positions 𝒛𝒘,𝒊 of the suspension
actuators. The actuator constraints related to the drivetrain system are calculated
in the unit of control boundaries from the speed 𝝎𝒆𝒎,𝒊 and torque 𝑻𝒆𝒎,𝒊 of electric
motors, as well as from the state of charge SOC of the battery. The low-level
suspension controller calculates the control current 𝑰𝒔,𝒊 for each suspension actuator.
Depending on the control current 𝑰𝒔,𝒊 , the suspension system of the electric vehicle
produces required vertical forces 𝑭𝒔,𝒊 by the suspension actuators. The control
allocation may prioritize the control to drive train for the sake of energy
consumption. In case, the torque provided by the driver train is not enough to satisfy
the control input 𝒗∗ , the suspension elements are enabled. The driver train and the
suspension elements are employed to offset disturbances, which better matches
their frequency bandwidths. This allows for full exploitation of the advantages
brought about by the ride blending:
•

In the case of the suspension, a physical prototype will be measured, and the
actual value will be fed back to the VCU;

•

In the case of the in-wheel motors, a RT dynamic model will be simulated,
and the results will be fed back to the VCU.
Table 1: Use Case 2 summary of specifications

XIL configuration

Distributed remotely, connected via internet VPN

Hardware test setups

•
•

Target vehicle
Hardware components

Audi e-tron (model)
Tenneco ACOCAR (physical prototype)
•

Shaker @ Zaragoza, Spain (ITAINNOVA)
Driving simulator @ Amorebieta-Etxano, Spain
(Tenneco)

•

Full vehicle RT dynamic model: Audi e-tron in
Amesim
Suspension RT dynamic model: Tenneco ACOCAR in
Amesim / Simulink
In-wheel motor RT dynamic model: ELAPHE L1500 in
Amesim / Simulink
Ride blending controller model in Simulink.

Test scenarios

•
•
•
•

Straight line braking
Steering sine sweep
Brake-in-turn (ISO 7975)
Road surface vibration (ISO 8608)

KPIs

•
•
•

Safety and vehicle stability
Comfort: ISO 2631
Controller performance

Design task

Develop, test and tune a ride blending controller

•
Software components
•
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With these values, the VCU will simulate the vehicle dynamics and feed the necessary
signals to the controller, closing the control loop. In parallel, at every macro time
step, the VCU will communicate with the Driving Simulator (DS) to replicate the
vehicle dynamics with the hexapod and let the ride engineer feel the effects of the
controller (DS described in detail in Deliverable 1.1).
The specification of this use case is summarized in Table 1.

2.2. Test Scenarios
In order to determine the test scenarios for the benchmarking of Ride Blending
controllers, the following aspects are taken into account:
•

•

Effect of the components under study in vehicle dynamics:
▪

Advanced control of stand-alone, independent in-wheel motors, for
example via torque vectoring, can be used to improve longitudinal,
lateral and vertical performance.

▪

A stand-alone, corner-independent active suspension can be used to
improve in vertical, pitch, and roll dynamics, Figure 9.

Lateral dynamics will be more extensively studied in Use Case 3, when
integrating the brake blending and ride blending controllers.

Figure 9: Vehicle dynamics excited in Use Case 2.

Therefore, in line with the recommendations of (Ricciardi, et al., 2019), selected
test scenarios are:
•

Straight line braking. The vehicle will start at 100km/h and perform three
consecutive braking steps, reaching a stand still state. With this test scenario,
the influence of ride blending on pitch dynamics will be investigated.

•

Sine sweep. With the vehicle driving at constant 50km/h, give a sine sweep
steering input from 1 Hz to 5 Hz. The influence on the vehicle roll dynamics
will be investigated.
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•

Brake-in-turn (ISO 7975). It “specifies an open-loop test procedure to examine
the effect of braking on course holding and directional behavior of a vehicle.
Specifically, the procedure determines how the steady-state circular
response of a vehicle is altered by a braking action only” (International
Organization for Standardization, 2019).

•

Driving on an uneven roads according to ISO 8608. Despite preliminary studies
show that the potential benefits of ride blending lie in the low frequency
domain to control the body movement, the driving on rough road will also be
tested (International Organization for Standardization, 2016) to rigorously
prove this statement.

2.3. Key Performance Indicators
For energy efficiency, the following indicators are proposed:
•

Amount of energy recovered by IWMs during ride blending operation.

For safety and vehicle stability, the following indicators are proposed:
•

Recursive Mean Square (RMS) error as applied to the vertical load variation
of the tyre.

For vehicle comfort assessment, in agreement with ISO 2631, the following
indicators are proposed (International Organization for Standardization, 1997):
•

𝑊𝑘 -weighted RMS of heave acceleration (𝑘 = 1).

•

𝑊𝑒 -weighted RMS of pitch acceleration (𝑘 = 0.4).

•

𝑊𝑒 -weighted RMS of roll acceleration (𝑘 = 0.63).

ISO 2631 defines different weighting curves for different directions, locations (e.g.
head, feet, seat) and passenger positions (e.g. seated, standing). For seat vibrations
in the z-axis in a seated person, the weighting curve 𝑊𝑑 and an overall factor of 𝑘 =
1 should be employed. Similarly, for seat pitch and roll vibrations in a seated person,
the weighting curve 𝑊𝑒 and overall factors of 𝑘 = 0.4 and 𝑘 = 0.63 respectively
should be employed. Full tables of 𝑊𝑑 and 𝑊𝑒 can be found in the norm and are not
reported here due to confidentiality reasons. The values of 𝑘 , being an overall
factor, will not affect the conclusions, but they can be used as relative weights to
build an aggregate comfort index.
Note that this is known as the “basic evaluation method”, which is applicable if the
crest factor is equal or below 9. The crest factor is the modulus of the ratio of the
maximum instantaneous peak value of the frequency-weighted acceleration signal to
its RMS value, over the integration time. It is expected that, in this project, the crest
factor will remain well below 9, so more sophisticated methods will not be needed.
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For the controller evaluation, always with respect to a control variable 𝑥, the
following weighted control performance index 𝑊𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑥 (Agliullin, et al., 2019) is
defined:
𝑊𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑥 = 𝑤1 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑥 + 𝑤2 𝐼𝑇𝐴𝐸𝑥 + 𝑤3 𝐼𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑥
where:
•

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑥 is the root-mean-square of the error:
1 𝑡𝑚
∫ (𝑒𝑥 (𝑡))2 𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑚 0

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑥 = √
•

𝐼𝑇𝐴𝐸𝑥 is the integral of the time-weighted absolute value of the error:
𝑡𝑚

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑥 = ∫ 𝑡|𝑒𝑥 (𝑡)| 𝑑𝑡
0

•

𝐼𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑥 is the integral of the absolute value of control action:
𝑡𝑚

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑥 = ∫ |Δ𝑀𝑥 (𝑡)| 𝑑𝑡
0

and 𝑡𝑚 is the manoeuver time, 𝑒𝑥 (𝑡) is the control error and Δ𝑀𝑥 (𝑡) is the control
signal with respect to a control variable 𝑥.
The following set of weights is proposed to give priority to error minimization. It will
be subject to further fine-tuning after the first results are available:
𝑤1 = 0.5, 𝑤2 = 0.3, 𝑤3 = 0.2
If more than one control variable is employed, the former formulas can be vectorized
and the weights can be scaled accordingly.

2.4. Software Requirements
The required dynamic models are listed below. All models have to be run in realtime to allow distributed testing.
•

Full vehicle physical RT dynamic model. Siemens Industry Software SAS will
provide a Simcenter Amesim model of the Audi e-tron. This will act as a master
in all use cases and needs to include adequate tyre, road and driver models.
The model needs to capture relevant vehicle dynamics up to 5 Hz to study the
main effects of the controller, and one order of magnitude higher to study
road surface vibrations. The vehicle kinematics and compliance shall be tuned
to maximizing the benefit of IWMs control for ride comfort enhancement.
Considering the force equilibrium at one suspension corner and neglecting the
wheel mass, one can deduce that: 𝐹𝑍_𝑠𝑤𝑎 /𝐹𝑋 = tan 𝜑. Being 𝐹𝑋 the control
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variable and 𝐹𝑍_𝑠𝑤𝑎 the resulting anti-dive/lift force reaction, it is important
to setup that the test vehicle to ensure a consistent SWA relative angle 𝜑.
Fs

Forces applied at the
swing arm instant centre

Suspension reaction

FZ_swa

FX_swa

φ
SWA relative angle

Fx
Fz

Ground longitudinal force

Ground normal force

Figure 10: Force acting on one suspension corner.

Audi will provide an e-tron model in CarMaker that will be used to validate the
Amesim model.
•

Suspension:
▪

Physical dynamic model: Tenneco will provide a model of its ACOCAR
active suspension in Amesim or in Simulink for co-simulation. This
model will be used in the preliminary stages of the XIL configuration
setup. If it is not able to run in real time, it will be subject to model
order reduction during WP3. The (reduced-order) model will be used
during the actual tests in case that the communication fails.

▪

Inputs: rod position, rod velocity, compression electronic valve current,
rebound electronic valve current, pump flow.

▪

Main output: damping force.

▪

Actuator management. Tenneco will provide a low-level controller
model in Simulink. This will be part of the controller shown in Figure 8
✓ Input: force request.
✓ Output: current command to compression and rebound valves.

•

Propulsion unit:
▪

Elaphe will provide In-wheel real time, voltage driven, flux based, nonlinear motor model, which simulates behavior of Elaphe L1500 motor.
Model will be implemented in MATLAB Simulink environment and will
precisely simulate the behavior of a real motor (current ripple and PWM
modulation). If the model will not be able to run in real time, another
sinusoidal model will be implemented.
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✓ Inputs: torque request from acceleration pedal and vehicle
speed from vehicle model
✓ Outputs: motor torque and speed
•

Ride blending controller: TUIL will provide the high-level controller and the
allocation strategy in Simulink. TUIL will integrate them with the lower-level
controllers to produce a controller model as outlined in Figure 8.

2.5. Hardware requirements
The following equipment will be made available to the consortium.
•

High dynamic response linear actuator (shaker). Provided by ITAINNOVA and
hosted in Zaragoza, Spain.

•

Driving simulator. Provided by TENNECO via the Automotive Intelligence
Center and hosted in Amorebieta-Etxano, Spain.

The equipment has been described in detail in Deliverable 1.1: Global XILforEV
architecture. Moreover, a physical prototype of an ACOCAR active suspension corner
will be provided by TENNCO to the test bed at ITAINNOVA.
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3.

DEFINITION OF TEST SCENARIOS FOR INTEGRATED
CHASSIS CONTROL (USE CASE 3)

3.1. Content of Use Case 3
The combination of active chassis systems from the first and second use cases leads
to further use case, where the integrated chassis control, represented by the brake
blending and ride blending, is being investigated. This combination of chassis systems
could bring essential effect for electric vehicles in simultaneous improvement of the
driving safety and comfort, especially in the case of critical manoeuvres. To design
and investigate the integrated chassis controller, the XILforEV architecture as shown
on Figure 11, is proposed.

Figure 11: Configuration of Use Case 3.

The architecture of the integrated chassis controller is similar to the ride blending
controller as shown in Figure 12. The differences are related to the following aspects:
•

High-level control. The reference generator in the high-level vehicle
dynamics controller also includes the reference states of the planar dynamics
𝒓𝒆𝒇
𝒓𝒆𝒇
for the longitudinal and lateral handling, i.e. (𝑽, 𝑽̇)
and (𝝍, 𝝍̇) , which
depend on the driver request and are set to guarantee vehicle stability in any
condition. The high-level controller produces demands of generalized
longitudinal, lateral and vertical forces as well as yaw torque to minimize the
deviation between actual and reference vehicle motion. In this case the
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•

•

control signal is defined as 𝒗∗ = [𝚫𝑭𝒙 𝚫𝑴𝝍 𝚫𝑭𝒛 𝚫𝑴𝜽 𝚫𝑴𝝓 ], where Δ𝑭𝒙 is the
longitudinal force, Δ𝑴𝝍 is the yaw moment.
Control allocation. The control allocation (also known as middle-level
controller) aims at the distribution of generalized control demands between
vehicle subsystems – electric motors, active suspension and electro-hydraulic
brake system with friction brakes. The relationship between generalized
forces and control demands from high-level controller and control input vector
(outputs from control allocation) is nonlinear. The control allocation problem
will be formulated as a minimization of allocation error and control
actuations, taking into account optimization constraints, as it was proposed
in previous work of the consortium participants [6].
Low-level control. In addition to the low-level controller for the ride
blending, the controller of electro-hydraulic brakes system is included. In case
of failure of the electric drivetrain system, a brake system, decoupled from
the brake pedal, is enabled by the control allocation unit. Therefore, the
control allocation unit computes the control demand 𝒖𝒃,𝒊 for the low-level
brake controller, which is required to stop the vehicle in case of failure of the
drivetrain system. Moreover, in case the torque provided to the wheel cause
it to slip beyond a threshold, the wheel slip observer reduces the torque sent
to the electric motor(s) or to the friction brakes.

Reference
generator

+/-

High-level
controller

Control
Allocation

Low-level
brake
controller

Brake
system

Low-level
drivetrain
controller

Drivetrain
system

Low-level
suspension
controller

Vehicle

Suspensi
on system

Control
boundaries
Wheel slip
observer
Processor of
IMU signals

Figure 12: Architecture of the Integrated Chassis Controller.

The overall goal of Use Case 3 is to design EV integrated chassis controller optimized
by criteria of driving safety and comfort and to validate its functionality using
XILforEV testing environment. The specification of this use case is summarized in
Table 2.
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Table 2: Use Case 3 summary of specifications

XIL configuration

Distributed remotely, connected via internet VPN
•
•

Hardware test setups

•
•

Target vehicle
Hardware components

Shaker @ Zaragoza, Spain (ITAINNOVA)
Driving simulator @ Amorebieta-Etxano, Spain
(Tenneco)
Powertrain test rig with electric motor @
Ilmenau, Germany (TUIL)
Brake HIL test rig @ Ilmenau, Germany (TUIL)

Audi e-tron (model)
Tenneco ACOCAR (physical prototype)
Elaphe in-wheel motor (physical prototype)
Electro-hydraulic brake system (physical prototype)
•
•

Full vehicle RT dynamic model: Audi e-tron in
Amesim
Integrated chassis controller in Simulink.

Test scenarios

•
•
•

Step steer (ISO 7401)
Brake-in-turn (ISO 7975)
Double lane change (ISO 3888-1)

KPIs

•
•
•
•

Safety and vehicle stability
Comfort: ISO 2631
Energy efficiency
Controller performance

Software components

3.2. Test Scenarios
Use Case 3 advances Use Cases 1 and 2 towards control on lateral and yaw dynamics
of the electric vehicle. In this regard, the test scenarios were correspondingly
selected in accordance with usual industrial practice applied by designing electronic
stability control, torque vectoring and direct yaw control systems. Here two classes
of test scenarios are identified: open-loop tests and closed-loop tests. Among several
candidates, the following procedures are proposed:
•
•
•

Step steer to be performed in accordance with ISO 7401:2011 “Road vehicles
— Lateral transient response test methods — Open-loop test methods”;
Brake-in-turn to be performed in accordance with ISO 7975:2019-04
“Passenger cars - Braking in a turn - Open-loop test method”;
Double lane change to be performed in accordance with ISO 3888-1:2018-12
“Passenger cars - Test track for a severe lane-change manoeuvre - Part 1:
Double lane-change”.
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3.3. Key Performance Indicators
Use Case 3 will implement both KPIs, proposed in Section 2.3 for the ride blending
control, and a set of extra KPIs related to lateral and yaw dynamics [5] and to energy
efficiency [7] of the integrated control.
1) The root mean square value of the yaw rate error, which assesses the tracking
performance of the controller on yaw rate:

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝜓 = √

2

1
𝑡𝑓 −𝑡𝑖

𝑡𝑓
∫𝑡 (𝜓̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡) − 𝜓̇(𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡,
𝑖

where d/dt is the yaw rate, tf and ti are the final and the initial time points of the
test correspondingly.
2) The maximum absolute value of sideslip angle (optional indicator, for the rear
axle).
3) Normalized integral of the absolute value of the control action, which evaluates
the amount of direct yaw moment (Mz(t)) control effort:

𝐼𝐴𝐶𝐴 =

𝑡

1
𝑡𝑓 −𝑡𝑖

𝑓
∫𝑡 |𝑀𝑧 (𝑡)|𝑑𝑡.
𝑖

4) Magnitude of the vehicle speed reduction during the manoeuvre as percentage of
the initial speed Vi:

Δ𝑉 =

𝑉𝑖 −𝑉(𝑡𝑓 )
𝑉𝑖

∙ 100% .

5) Normalized integral of the absolute value of the steering wheel control action
applied by the driver (for selected manoeuvres);

𝐼𝐴𝑆𝐶𝐴 =

1
𝑡𝑓 −𝑡𝑖

𝑡

𝑓
∫𝑡 |𝛿 (𝑡)|𝑑𝑡.
𝑖

6) Power consumption of electric motors during the manoeuvre:

𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 = 1 −

∑4𝑖=1 𝑚𝑎𝑥(0,𝑃𝑒𝑚,𝑖 )
4𝑃𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑥

.

7) Power recuperation of electric motors during the manoeuvre:

𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑐 = 1 −

∑4𝑖=1 𝑚𝑖𝑛(0,𝑃𝑒𝑚,𝑖 )
4𝑃𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑥

.
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8) Energy dissipation from longitudinal forces as net longitudinal power, which can
be realized in tyre-road contact without longitudinal slip losses:
∑4 |𝐹

𝑉𝑠 𝑖 |
𝑥 𝑖 𝑉𝑥 𝑖 |

𝜂𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 = 1 − ∑4𝑖=1|𝐹 𝑥 𝑖
𝑖=1

,

where Fx is the longitudinal force on the wheel, Vx is the longitudinal velocity, and
Vs is the slip velocity.
9) Energy dissipation form lateral forces as net lateral power, which is limited by
maximal lateral forces of linear vehicle model:

𝜂𝑙𝑎𝑡 = 1 −

∑4𝑖=1|𝐹𝑦 𝑖 𝑉𝑦 𝑖 |
𝑛𝑒𝑡 tan 𝛼 𝑛𝑒𝑡
0.5(𝐶𝑓 ∑2𝑖=1|𝑉𝑥 𝑖 |+𝐶𝑟 ∑4𝑖=3|𝑉𝑥 𝑖 |)𝛼𝑤
𝑤

,

where Fy is the lateral force on the wheel, Vx is the longitudinal velocity, Vy is the
lateral velocity, Cf,r is the cornering stiffness of front and rear wheels
correspondingly, and wnet is the lateral slip angle corresponding to maximum pure
cornering force, when vehicle reaches limits of lateral handling.

3.4. Software & Hardware Requirements
The software and hardware requirements to Use Case 3 corresponds to the
requirements of Use Cases 1 and 2 introduced in previous sections 1.4, 1.5, 2.4 and
2.5.
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4.

DEFINITION OF TEST SCENARIOS FOR FAIL-SAFE AND
ROBUSTNESS FUNCTIONALITY (USE CASE 4)

4.1. Content of the Use Case 4
The last use case differs from the previous as it is a demonstration of the XILforEV
technology potential for fail-safe studies instead of developing complex controllers.
The selected scenarios will replicate an error in the motor operation in one testing
site and its implication on the full vehicle behaviour will be analysed in the shared
XIL (X-In-the-loop), Figure 17. For the purpose of fault injection, an additional FMU
(Functional Mock-up Unit), will be added that manipulates the CAN (Controller Area
Network)-messages exchanged between the PCU (Propulsion Control Unit) and
Inverter-1.
The actual speed and torque values of the “faulty” propulsion unit (inverter and
motor) will be sent to the VCU (Vehicle Control Unit), which is an AMEsim model of
the target vehicle. The VCU receives these values together with the torque/speed
values from the other propulsion units sent by the PCU. Based on all torque / speed
data, the vehicle longitudinal and lateral response is calculated. With driver in the
loop, it is possible to define the controllability of the tested scenarios. The test
consists of the following components:
•

Target electric vehicle: AUDI C-BEV (Q6 e-tron);

•

Hardware EV (Electric Vehicle) components: 2 in-wheel motor (IWM)
similar to ELAPHE L1500, 2 inverters, and one ELAPHE PCU.

•

XIL configuration: distributed remotely, the test setups are situated at
different partners and connected via the Internet with the use of a virtual
private network;

•

Hardware test setups:
o Driving simulator (at TENNECO in Ermua, Spain);
o Powertrain test rig with installed in-wheel motor (at TUIL in Ilmenau,
Germany);
o Powertrain test rig with installed in-wheel motor (at ELAHPE, Slovenia).

•

Software components:
o Full RT (Real Time) model of the target vehicle in AMESim; co-simulation
interface;
o RT model of inverter;
o RT model of in-wheel motor, including an input for the load of the motor;
o RT model of driving simulator for development purposes.

•

Test scenarios: Fault scenarios specified by ELAPHE.

•

Device under Test: ELAPHE PCU.
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The following sections detail the fault scenarios to be tested, the commissioning of
the test, and how the different fault scenarios will be tested and what the expected
outcome is from a vehicle behaviour point of view.

4.2. Fault Scenarios to be tested
The fault scenarios to be tested have been determined by ELAPHE as part of the
FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis) and HARA (Hazard Analysis and Risk
Assessment) they performed when designing the propulsion system. The following
scenarios have been identified:
•

Communication lost (no torque command from the (PCU));

•

Opposite motor torque;

•

Motor short circuit test;

•

Wrong RPM (Revolutions Per Minute) and current measurements by inverter.

More details about these scenarios will be given in the Section titled “4.5.
Description of the different fault scenarios”

4.3. Mapping of the components
The test setup is distributed over three locations, as shown in Figure 17: TUIL in
Germany, ELAPHE in Slovenia and TENNECO in Spain.
TUIL will incorporate Motor-2 and Inverter-2 (provided by Elaphe) and connect them
to a local controller (DSPACE). The hub-motor will be put in a dyno bench for
measurements, later referred to as “Load-Motor-2”.
ELAPHE will be the main test location and will test the Motor-1 and Inverter-1
together with the PCU. ELAPHE is in the process of establishing a suitable test facility
and has requested the assistance of SISW-NV with this undertaking. SISW-NV will
provide them with an SISW-XiL-Platform.
The SISW-XiL-platform will act as test supervisor system and will provide the
following:
a. The capability to execute the FMU’s that represent Motor-3, Motor-4,
Inverter-3, Inverter-4, as well as the Simcenter AMEsim model of the
car;
b. Three CAN-channels to interface to the PCU, Inverter-1, and the LoadMotor-1;
c. Relevant data (which defines the vehicle behaviour) which the XIL
platform will receive via CAN messages between the PCU and the
inverter. Measured data acquired by DAQ system will present parallel
information, which will confirm measured data by inverter (possible
deviations, delays, ...) in postprocessing phase.
d. A signal generation system to generate analogue signals for the PCU.
The third location, TENNECO, will provide the driving simulator connected to a local
controller. This allows the driving simulator to be part of this test setup.
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4.4. Commissioning
Naturally, the test case will be implemented in multiple phases, with the following
milestones:
1. Initial Mapping, shown in Figure 13:
a. Location: SISW-NV (Belgium);
b. Objective: Establish communication between the different FMU’s and
the PCU via CAN, and analogue signals to represent brake and throttle
commands.
2. Intermediate Mapping 1, shown in Figure 14:
a. Location: SISW-NV (Belgium);
b. Objective: Replace the FMUs for Inverter-1 and Motor-1, with real
ones. Add Load-Motor-1 to the system and integrate them into the
system. This is done to ensure that the interfaces work correctly,
before delivering the system to Elaphe.
3. Intermediate Mapping 2, shown in Figure 15:
a. Location: ELAPHE (Slovenia);
b. Objective: Transfer the completed test bench to its final location,
ensuring that ELAHPE can use it.
4. Intermediate Mapping 3, shown in Figure 16:
a. Locations: ELAPHE (Slovenia) and TUIL (Germany);
b. Objective: Establish communication with Inverter-2, Motor-2, and
Load-Motor-2 located at TUIL.
5. Final Mapping, shown in Figure 17
a. Locations: ELAPHE (Slovenia), TUIL (Germany), TENNECO (Spain)
b. Objective: Final structure of the test, integrating the driving simulator
from TENNECO.

Figure 13: Initial Mapping, with everything except the PCU simulated.
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Figure 14 Intermediate Mapping 1, Inverter-1 and Motor-1 are now real devices.

Figure 15 Intermediate Mapping 2, the bench has been moved to ELAPHE.
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Figure 16 Intermediate Mapping 3, distributing the test between ELAHPE and TUIL.

Figure 17 Final setup, test distributed over ELAPHE, TENNECO and TUIL.
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4.5. Description of the different fault scenarios
This section explains the different fault scenarios, provided by ELAPHE, in more
detail. These fault scenarios were generated during the FMEA and HARA ELAHPE
executed as part of the development of the PCU, according to ISO 26262. It defines
the different tests that shall be performed for the different fault cases.
a) Communication lost (no torque from propulsion unit (PCU)) tests
In this scenario the SISW-XiL-Platform will block the CAN-messages between the PCU
and Inverter-1. Table 3 gives for each test that should be performed the status of
the vehicle and the expected result according to the FMEA.
Table 3 Communication lost tests

ID
1.1
1.2

Vehicle State

Expected Result

Vehicle stands still
Traction Mode (Working Point 1)

Motor stopped
Motor stopped

b) Opposite motor torque tests
For this test the torque request message from the PCU to Inverter-1 gets the
requested torque value inverted, by an FMU running on the SISW-XiL-Platform. All
other messages will be unaffected. Table 4 gives for each test that should be
performed the status of the vehicle and the expected result according to the FMEA.
Table 4 Opposite motor torque tests

ID
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Vehicle State

Expected Result

Traction Mode (Working Point 1)
Traction Mode (Working Point 4)
Brake Mode (Working Point 1)
Brake Mode (Working Point 4)
Accelerating FWD (TOF2)
Accelerating RWD (TOF2)

Vehicle should decelerate.
Vehicle should decelerate.
Vehicle should accelerate.
Vehicle should accelerate.
Vehicle should decelerate.
Vehicle should decelerate.

c) Motor short circuit test (motor braking torque) tests
This test will be performed using a simulated motor and inverter. There are three
reasons for this:
1. Creating a short circuit at the high voltages (above 60 VDC) and the current,
used by an electric in-wheel motor, for automotive, represents a safety
hazard. Therefore, a special test cell must be designed.
2. Secondly, when using real components, it is very likely a destructive test.
This means that there will be a high cost in replacement parts (inverter,
wires) and labour involved running such a test. Therefore, only a limited
number of test-runs can be performed.
3. The test is not easily to reproduce, which is undesirable from a certification
point of view.
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Table 5 gives for each test that should be performed the status of the vehicle and
the expected result according to the FMEA.
Table 5 Motor short circuit tests

ID
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11

Vehicle State

Expected Result

Vehicle stands still
Traction Mode (Working Point 1)
Traction Mode (Working Point 2)
Traction Mode (Working Point 4)
Brake Mode (Working Point 1)
Brake Mode (Working Point 2)
Brake Mode (Working Point 4)
Vehicle is accelerating FWD (TOF1)
Vehicle is accelerating FWD (TOF2)
Vehicle is accelerating RWD (TOF1)
Vehicle is accelerating RWD (TOF2)

Vehicle
Vehicle
Vehicle
Vehicle
Vehicle
Vehicle
Vehicle
Vehicle
Vehicle
Vehicle
Vehicle

should start moving.
should start braking.
should start braking.
should start braking.
should accelerate.
should accelerate.
should accelerate.
should decelerate.
should decelerate.
should accelerate.
should accelerate.

d) Wrong RPM and current measurements from the inverter tests
In this test the inverter reports wrong values for the RPM and current to the PCU.
These values can be both smaller or larger than the real value. Table 6 gives for each
test that should be performed the status of the vehicle and the expected result
according to the FMEA.
Table 6 Wrong Measurements tests

ID
4.1
4.2
4.3

Vehicle State

Expected Result

Vehicle stands still
Motor stopped
Traction Mode (Working Point 1); Vehicle should decelerate.
Larger values reported
Traction Mode (Working Point 1); Vehicle should accelerate.
Smaller values reported

4.6. Linking to Standardised Test Procedures
The cases listed in the previous section are subjected to standardised vehicle
behaviour tests, when applicable.
For the cases where the vehicle state is “Brake Mode (Working Point 1,2,4)” the
standardised tests listed in Table 7 will be run as well to see how the vehicle will
behave in these situations. These tests will show how the handling of the vehicle
changes due to the different faults.
For all other cases the tests will be run assuming that the vehicle drives in a straight
line, i.e. fixed steering. For these cases a separate test procedure must be defined.
A failing or misbehaving motor will cause the vehicle to change directions, which can
cause unwanted vehicle behaviour.
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Table 7 Standardised tests to use when causing a fault while the vehicle is braking.

Test program reference

Test description

Test type

ISO 7975

Brake in turn

open loop

ISO 21994

Stopping distance at
straight-line
braking open loop
with ABS

4.7. Fault Scenarios Implementation in Simcenter AMEsim
This section describes how some of the fault scenarios can be implemented in a
Simcenter AMEsim model of the Motor / Inverter. All these fault scenarios can be
implemented using physical model for the motor, connected to a switched model of
inverter and its control strategy. An example of a Simcenter AMEsim sketch for
evaluating an inverter failure for a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (PMSM)
Drive is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Example of Simcenter Amesim sketch for evaluating an inverter failure for a PMSM drive

The impact of the failure will be evaluated for the electrical and mechanical
quantities at motor level (as shown in Figure 19) and at vehicle level.
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Figure 19: failure of one transistor at 0.05s: impact on machine current (left), and torque (right)

The fault scenarios that can be implemented using the signal library are as follows:
• Opposite motor torque:
▪ The sign of the signals controlling the motor torque is changed.
• Wrong RPM and current measurements from the inverter:
▪ Measured speed and/or currents are altered.
• Short circuit test:
▪ A piloted resistance is added between two motor phases.
These models will help during the execution of the FMEA, for the system under test
here, and, hence, might contribute additional tests that we should perform.

4.8. Summary
The description of Use Case 4 shows the power of using simulation models not only
during the test campaign but also during development and commissioning of the test
bench. Being able to initially commission the complete test setup using only
simulation models, means that verifying verify the correctness of the test integration
on a single site is possible. Afterwards, when distributing the test over the different
sites, the distribution effects can be studies in detail, and if necessary, adjustments
can be applied. Having an almost completely virtual test bench allows comparing the
distributed and local execution of a test, in case of a suspected issue.
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5.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The described use cases compose the core element of the XILforEV project. They are
related to subsequent Work Packages as follows:
•

•

•

Work Package 3 “Models and Controllers for Use Cases”
▪ Development of real-time models for specified electric vehicle systems
and components;
▪ Development of the controllers of brake blending, ride blending,
integrated chassis control as well as fail-safe controller;
Work Package 4 “Building Shared XIL Experimental Environment”
▪ Real-time simulation of Use Cases in dedicated co-simulation
environment;
▪ Preparation of test setups for studies on Use Cases;
Work Package 5 “Demonstration of XILforEV Use Cases”
▪ Full-scale studies on Use Cases on the developed XILforEV test
environments;
▪ Final tuning and validation of the controllers designed in Use Cases.
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